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Abstract
The superembedding approach to p-branes is used to study a class of p-branes which have
linear multiplets on the worldvolume. We refer to these branes as L-branes. Although linear
multiplets are related to scalar multiplets (with 4 or 8 supersymmetries) by dualising one of the
scalars of the latter to a p-form eld strength, in many geometrical situations it is the linear
multiplet version which arises naturally. Furthermore, in the case of 8 supersymmetries, the
linear multiplet is o-shell in contrast to the scalar multiplet. The dynamics of the L-branes are
obtained by using a systematic procedure for constructing the Green-Schwarz action from the
superembedding formalism. This action has a Dirac-Born-Infeld type structure for the p-form.
In addition, a set of equations of motion is postulated directly in superspace, and is shown to




In recent years there has been renewed interest in superstring theory as a candidate theory that
unies all the fundamental forces in nature. The interest was sparked by the realisation that
the ve dierent consistent ten-dimensional superstring theories are in fact related to each other
by duality transformations. Furthermore, it is believed that they are related to a new theory
in eleven dimension which has been called M-theory. A crucial ro^le in this development has
been played by the soliton solutions of superstrings and eleven-dimensional supergravity which
correspond geometrically to multi-dimensional objects present in the spectra of these theories.
These are generically referred to as p-branes.
One way of studying the dynamics of p-branes is to use the theory of superembeddings [1, 2, 3].
In this framework the worldvolume swept out by a p-brane is considered to be a subsupermani-
fold of a target superspace. A natural restriction on the embedding gives rise to equations which
determine the structure of the worldvolume supermultiplet of the p-brane under consideration
and which may also determine the dynamics of the brane itself. There are several types of
worldvolume supermultiplets that can arise: scalar multiplets, vector multiplets, tensor multi-
plets which have 2-form gauge elds with self-dual eld strengths, and multiplets with rank 2
or higher antisymmetric tensor gauge elds whose eld strengths are not self-dual [3]. Although
this last class of multiplets can be obtained from scalar or vector multiplets by dualisation (at
least at the linearised level) it is often the case that the version of the multiplet with a higher
rank gauge eld is more natural in a given geometrical context. For example, D-branes in type
II string theory have worldvolume vector multiplets but, in the context of Dp-branes ending on
D(p+ 2)-branes, the dual multiplet of the latter brane occurs naturally [4].
In this paper we discuss a class of p-branes whose members are referred to as L-branes. By
denition, these branes are those which have worldvolume supermultiplets with higher rank
non-self-dual tensor gauge elds which are usually referred to as linear multiplets, whence the
appellation. According to [3] there are two sequences of L-branes: the rst has as its members a
5-brane in D = 9, a 4-brane in D = 8 and a 3-brane in D = 7 which all have eight worldvolume
supersymmetries, while the second has only one member, the 3-brane in D = 5 which has four
worldvolume supersymmetries. These sequences and their worldvolume bosonic eld contents
are tabulated below, where A
p
denotes a p-form potential and (S; T ) are auxiliary elds.
8 world susy L5-brane D=9 3; A
4
L4-brane D=8 3; A
3
; S
L3-brane D=7 3; A
2
; S; T
4 world susy L3-brane D=5 ; A
2
The 3 and 4-branes of the rst sequence can be obtained by double dimensional reduction
from the rst member of the sequence, namely the 5-brane in D = 9, and the latter can be
intepreted as arising as a vertical reduction of the geometrical sector of the heterotic/type I
5-brane, followed by the dualisation of the scalar eld in the compactied direction. By the
geometrical sector we mean the sector containing the worldvolume elds corresponding to the
breaking of supertranslations. The relevant target space eld theory in this context is the dimen-
sional reduction of the dual formulation of N = 1;D = 10 supergravity followed by a truncation
of a vector multiplet. The L5-brane is expected to arise as a soliton in this theory. Another
possible interpretation of this brane is as the boundary of a D6-brane ending on a D8-brane.
In this case the target space geometry should be the one induced from the embedding of the
1
D8-brane in type IIA superspace. However, in this paper we shall take the target space to be at
N = 1;D = 9 superspace for simplicity. The generalisation to a non-trivial supergravity back-
ground is straightforward while the generalisation to an induced D8-brane background geometry
is more complicated and would require further investigation.
The L3-brane in D = 5 also has two possible interpretations. On the one hand it may arise
as the geometrical sector of a soliton in heterotic/type I theory compactied on K3 to D = 6,
vertically reduce toD = 5 and then dualised in the compactied direction. Alternatively, it could
be related to the triple intersection of D-branes [5] over a 3-brane with one overall transverse
direction. This brane will be studied in [6] as an example of a brane of codimension one.
A feature of L-branes is that their worldvolume multiplets are o-shell multiplets in contrast
to many of the branes that have been studied previously such as M-branes and D-branes. In
particular, this is true for the worldvolume multiplets of the rst sequence of L-branes, even
though their dual versions involve hypermultiplets which are unavoidably on-shell. The standard
embedding constraint does not lead to the dynamics of L-branes and imposing the Bianchi
identity for the worldvolume tensor gauge eld does not change the situation. As a consequence
the equations of motion of such branes have to be determined by other means, either by directly
imposing an additional constraint in superspace or by using the recently proposed brane action
principle which has the advantage of generating the modied Born-Infeld term for the tensor
gauge elds in a systematic way [7].
The organisation of the paper is as follows: in the next section we give a brief introduction to the
theory of superembeddings; in section 3 we study the L5-brane in D = 9 at the linearised level;
in section 4 the torsion and Bianchi identities are solved in the non-linear theory; in section 5
we construct the action and in section 6 we derive the Green-Schwarz equations of motion and
determine how these can be expressed in superspace. In section 7 the L3-brane in D = 7 and
L4-brane inD = 8 are studied. Some concluding remarks are made in section 8. Our conventions
for spinors, gamma matrices and superforms are given in an appendix.
2 Superembeddings
In the superembedding approach to p-branes both the target space and the worldvolume swept
out by the brane are superspaces. This is dierent to the Green-Schwarz formalism where only
the target space is taken to be a superspace while the worldvolume is purely bosonic. The local
-symmetry of the GS formalism can be understood as arising from the local supersymmetry of
the worldvolume in the superembedding approach upon gauge-xing.
The geometric principles underlying the superembedding approach were given in [8]. The em-
bedding f : M ! M , which maps the worldvolume M into the target superspace M , is chosen
to break half of the target space supersymmetries so that the fermionic dimension ofM must be
chosen to be half the fermionic dimension of M . More general embeddings which break more of
the supersymmetries are possible but will not be considered here. We adopt the general conven-
tion that worldvolume quantities are distinguished from target space quantities by underlining












































target space supervielbein E
M
A
and its inverse E
A
M
are used to change from a preferred basis
2
to a coordinate basis. The worldvolume supervielbein and its inverse are similarly denoted, but
without underlining of the indices. In the foregoing latin indices are bosonic and greek indices
are fermionic.
The embedding matrix E
A
A
























The basic embedding condition is that the purely fermionic part of T is determined only by the
pullback of the purely fermionic part of T and does not involve the pullback of the bosonic part




= 0 : (3)
This basic embedding constraint determines the supermultiplet structure of the brane and in
many cases will also be enough to put the brane on-shell. In some cases, however, an additional
constraint involving forms on the worldvolume and the target space is necessary. The L-branes
discussed in this paper are particularly interesting in this regard because the embedding con-
straint (3) is not sucient to determine the dynamics of these branes so that the equations of
motion must be derived from additional constraints or actions.
In order to make further progress it is convenient to introduce the normal tangent bundle T
0














. Note that normal indices are distinguished from tangent indices by primes.


















































































together make up an













































































































The consequences of the basic embedding condition can be conveniently analysed by means of
the torsion identity which is simply the equation dening the target space torsion tensor pulled































where r denotes a covariant derivative which acts independently on the target space and world-
volume indices. There are dierent possibilites for this derivative and we shall specify our choice
later. With the embedding condition (3) the dimension zero component of the torsion identity

















In a sense one can consider the dimension zero component of the torsion tensor (Frobenius
tensor) as the basic tensor in superspace geometry and the above equation species how the
target space and worldvolume Frobenius tensors are related.




















; p = 3; 4; 5; (8)









































has the right symmetry. In D = 8; 9 the spinor indices label 16 component
pseudo-Majorana spinors while in D = 7 they represent a pair of indices, one of which is an
Sp(1) doublet index, which together label a 16 component symplectic-Majorana spinor.
In proving the Bianchi identities dG
p+1
= 0 for Lp-branes in (p + 4) dimensions, the following













= 0 : (11)
4
These identities are well known in the context of the usual p = 2; 3; 4; 5-branes in D = 7; 8; 9; 10,






for an Lp-brane in (p +
4) dimensions, on the other hand, one needs to use a  -matrix identity resulting from the




























= 0 ; (12)
which follows from the identity (11), which holds in D = 10, by a dimensional reduction to
D = 9.
In addition to the geometrical quantities for each Lp-brane there is a (p  1)-form worldvolume
gauge eld A
p 1









; p = 3; 4; 5 ; (13)
where C
p
is the pull-back of a target space p-form C
p









is the pull-back of a target space (p + 1)-form G
p+1
. In the rst sequence of
Lp-branes this identity is a consequence of the basic embedding condition (3), while for the
L3-brane in D = 5 this is not the case. For this brane the F Bianchi identity is required in order
to completely specify the worldvolume supermultiplet as a linear multiplet.
3 The Linearized Theory







































(x; )) : (16)
where it is supposed that the uctuations of the brane which are described by the transverse
(primed) coordinates as functions of the (unprimed) brane coordinates are small. In addition



















) is the at covariant derivative on the worldvolume. In the linearised limit, the


































Consequently, (3) tells us that the deformation H
A
B




















































































This equation describes the linear multiplet with eight supersymmetries in d = 6; 5; 4 corre-
sponding to the L5, L4 and L3-branes of the rst sequence. The eld content of this multiplet
consists of 3 scalars, an 8-component spinor and a divergence-free vector in all cases together
with an additional auxiliary scalar in d = 5 and two auxiliary scalars in d = 4. The dual of
the divergence-free vector can be solved for in terms of a 4; 3 or 2-form potential in d = 6; 5; 4































= 0. This eld, together with the 3
scalars X
ij
and the 8 spinors 
i
(evaluated at  = 0) are the components of the (o-shell)
linear multiplet. At the linearised level the eld equations are obtained by imposing the free























4 The L5-brane in D=9
We now turn to a detailed discussion of the L5-brane in D = 9 in a at target superspace. We
begin with a brief discussion of the target space geometry. This can be derived most simply by
dimensional reduction from the at N = 1;D = 10 supergeometry. In this way or by a direct

















With this background we can now start to study the details of the L5-brane using the torsion
identity (6). From this starting point there are now two equivalent ways to proceed. The rst one




form. The second one is to x the connection used in (6) by specifying some of the components























introduced in (4). Although the two methods are equivalent, we have found























Note that, since X
AB
C
takes its values in the Lie algebra of the target space Lorentz group, the
components with mixed primed and unprimed spinor indices are determined by the components





































We shall now analyse the torsion identity (6) order by order in dimension starting at dimension
zero.
Dimension 0









































= 0 ; (31)
































































At the linearised level the eld h
a
coincides with the divergence-free vector eld in the linear
multiplet discussed in the previous section. As we shall see later the divergence-free condition



































































































































































































































At dimension 1 equation (6) again gives two equations but now involving spacetime derivatives





















































= 0 : (45)



































































































The analysis of the projection of (45) onto the transverse space, however, is more dicult. The
resulting equation can be analysed more easily if we multiply by m
a
b























































































































































































































































































= 0 : (53)



















































so that all dimension
3
2
components are expressible as functions of lower dimensional quantities.
No further components exist at higher dimensions. The torsion identity (6) therefore determines
all the elds on the worldvolume of the brane o-shell.
The F Bianchi Identity
In addition to the torsion identities all L-branes should satisfy a further condition which relates
superforms on the target space and worldvolume. In the case of the L5-brane there is a world-
volume 4-form gauge potential A
4















is the pull-back onto the worldvolume of the target space 5-form potential. The













. Equation (57) can then be solved for F
5
. All the


















is the inverse of m
a
b
































. Furthermore, it is easy to see that the positive dimension









. It is then straightforward to show that dI = 0 if we remember that
the pullback commutes with the exterior derivative. All components of I
6
itself with more than
two spinorial indices must vanish on dimensional grounds. To show that the other components
are also zero we then have to use the fact that dI
6
= 0 at each dimension independently. Doing
this recursively proves I
6
= 0 and thereby establishes (57).





























5 The Construction of the Action
Recently it was shown how GS-type actions can be systematically constructed for most branes
starting from the superembedding approach [7]. The only brane actions that cannot be con-
structed are those of the 5-branes in D=7 and D=11 which both have self-dual anti-symmetric
tensors as components of their supermultiplets. For all other p-branes the starting point for the
construction of the action is a closed (p+ 2)-form, W
p+2
, the Wess-Zumino form, on the world-
volume. This (p + 2)-form is given explicitly as the exterior derivative of the (locally dened)






. Since the de Rham cohomology of a
supermanifold is equal to the de Rham cohomolgy of its body, and since the dimension of the
body of the worldvolume superspace is p + 1, it follows that W
p+2
is exact, so that there is a
globally dened (p+ 1)-form K
p+1















































where the vertical bar indicates evaluation of a supereld at  = 0.
By construction dL
p+1
= 0. The -symmetry of the GS-action is ensured because, under a






















As explained in [7], reparametrisations and -symmetry transformations on M
o
are essentially
the leading components in a  expansion of worldvolume dieomorphisms so that the action
given above is invariant under these transformations by construction.




























The globally dened 6-form K
6






The only non-zero component of K
6



























. This is the L-brane analogue of the Dirac-Born-Infeld term in the D-brane






























where g = det (g
mn


































is related to F
m
through the worldvolume vielbein e
m
a





. The nal form







































6 The Equations of Motion
From the action given in the last section it is straightforward to derive the equations of motion
for the L5-brane. The dynamical variables in the action are the worldvolume gauge potential
A
mnpq
and the coordinate z
M
on the target space manifold. The variation with respect to the












































, g is again the induced GS metric on M
o
and the covariant derivative is
formed using the Levi-Civita connection of the metric g. Note that the Green-Schwarz embed-





















The variation of the action with respect to z
M





















































































The complete variation of the Green-Schwarz Lagrangian L (up to total derivatives) with respect
to the z
M


























































































































It is straightforward to read o the equations of motion from (80). For the case of a at target

































































































where the covariant derivative is again the Levi-Civita derivative with respect to the GS metric,







































































































We shall now compare these equations of motion with the equations of motion one derives for
the L-brane in superspace, i.e. with both worldvolume and target superspaces. The simplest
case to consider is the fermion equation of motion in a at target space, equation (83), and we
shall retrict the discussion to this example.






















, A and B being scalar functions of h
a
. It turns out that this




be equal to m
ab
. In fact, the equation then reduces to the Dirac equation for the spinor
~
, i.e.
the superspace analogue of the linearized Dirac equation introduced in (43).























being the inverse vielbein for the GS metric, and where Q is a















It is easy to evaluate Q explicitly; one nds














































To show the equivalence of the two fermionic equations one simply computes (84) and then









). The resulting equation then has the same form as


















































































One might wonder whether other choices of the tensorM
ab
could lead to a dierent consistent set
of equations of motion. Although we have not checked this we believe that it is unlikely. In other
words, if one were to make a dierent choice for M
ab
one would nd non-linear inconsistencies
at higher dimension arising as a consequence.
7 L-branes in D=7 and D=8
The L3-brane in D = 7 and the L4-brane in D = 8 can in principle be derived by double
dimensional reduction from the L5-brane in D = 9. However, it is simpler to construct them
directly using the same techniques that were used for the L5-brane. To derive the action we
only need to analyse the torsion and Bianchi identities at dimension zero as this information is
sucient to compute the (p + 1)-form K
p+1
which, together with the Wess-Zumino form Z
p+1
determines the action from (63) and (62).
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7.1 The L4-Brane in D = 8
The analysis of the dimension zero torsion identity is similar to the L5-brane case; from (30)





















The scalar eld S can be identied with the auxiliary eld of the linear multiplet in d = 5. The






























































































The globaly dened 5-form K
5





. We nd that the only non-zero
component of K
5



























and recalling (95) and (98) we nd


































7.2 The L3-Brane in D = 7
The construction of the L3-brane action in D = 7 parallels exactly the constructions presented


















































































































































and recalling (105) and (108)





































We have seen that L-branes are examples of a class of p-branes with an unconventional world-
volume supermultiplet, namely the linear multiplet. These branes arise naturally within the
superembedding approach but have so far been neglected in the literature. In marked dierence
to most other branes we have seen that the linear multiplets are o-shell. One of the conse-
quences is that the usual torsion equations are not the equations of motion for the branes. In
fact these have to be derived from an action. We have illustrated the dynamics of the L5-brane







in a at target space background. For the L4-brane in D = 8, an aditional
auxiliary scalar S and for the L3-brane in D = 7, the additional auxiliary scalars (S; T ) were
shown to arise. Using a general action principle which is valid for the construction of actions
for most branes we have found the Green-Schwarz action of the L-branes. For the L5-brane we
derived the Green-Schwarz equations of motion and we illustrated the relationship between the
equations of motion in superspace and those derived from the action in the case of the spinor
equation.
We have noted that the L5-brane can be viewed as the dimensional reduction of a supervebrane
in D = 10 dimensionally reduced to D = 9, followed by dualization of the scalar corresponding
to the extra dimension to a 4-form potential. This relation between a vebrane in D = 10 and
L5-brane in D = 9 is similar to the relation between the M2-brane in D = 11 and D2-brane
in D = 10. The latter relation has been called M-duality [11] which relates Type IIA string
theory to M-theory in the strong coupling limit. Other worldvolume duality transformations
have also been studied. Indeed, the worldvolume U(1) gauge elds arising in Dp-branes have
been dualized to (p 2)-form gauge elds for p  4. We refer the reader to [12] for various aspects
of these dualizations and for an extensive list of references for earlier works on the subject. The
point we wish to emphasize here is that, while the methods employed in the literature so far for
worldvolume dualizations become forbiddingly complicated beyond p = 4, the superembedding
approach provides an alternative and simpler method which seems to apply universally to all
possible branes. Regardless of the approach taken, results obtained in the area of worldvolume
dualizations are hoped to provide further connections among a large class of branes that arise
in the big picture of M-theory.
As mentioned earlier, we have focused our attention on at target superspaces in this paper.
The generalisation of our work to curved target superspace is straightforward. Consider the
case of the L5-brane, for example. The results presented in sections 4 and 5 remain the same
in curved superspace. The superforms occurring in the Wess-Zumino term (67), however, now






still obey the Bianchi
identities (9), but they will have more nonvanishing components than those given in (10). The
expected solution to the full set of Bianchi identities is N = 1;D = 9 supergravity coupled to
a single vector multiplet, as resulting from the dimensional reduction of the N = 1;D = 10



















; ) () (110)
where we have grouped the bosonic and fermionic elds separately, in a self explanatory notation.




come from the dimensional reduction of a 6-form
potential, and (C
1
; ) come from the Kaluza-Klein reduction of the metric in D = 10. The
coupling of n vector multiplets to N = 1;D = 9 supergravity has been determined in [13] in a








) and in [14] in a formalism which




). It would be interesting to study the brane solitons of these theories and
to determine the maximum possible symmetries they may exhibit. It is known that the 5-brane
solution of N = 1;D = 10 supergravity involves a nonconstant dilaton and consequently it does




geometry in the near horizon limit (see [15] for a detailed discussion
of this matter and for earlier references). On the other hand, there exists a singleton eld theory
which is a candidate for the description of a vebrane in this background [16]. Given the close
relation between the L5-brane in D = 9 and the 5-brane in D = 10, it is natural to study the
L5-brane solution of the Einstein-Maxwell supergravity in D = 9 and to determine if it permits




near horizon geometry. It should
be noted that the candidate singleton eld theory in this case would be characterized by a a
superconformal eld theory of a free linear supermultiplet in six dimensions discussed in section
3, and whose superconformal transformations can be found in [17].
The eld content of the target space Einstein-Maxwell supergravities relevant to the L4-brane
in D = 8 and L3-brane in D = 7 remains to be worked out in detail as well. The expected
results are various versions of Einstein-Maxwell supergravities in which certain elds have been
dualized.
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The superembeddings studied in this note are taken to break half of the original target space
supersymmetries. This implies that the worldvolume of a brane has
1
2
the number of fermionic
coordinates of the target space. In the example of the L5-brane this means that the target space
M has 9 bosonic and 16 fermionic coordinates while the worldvolume of the brane M has 6
bosonic and 8 fermionic coordinates. To study the embedding in more detail it is convenient
19
to split the 9-dimensional -matrices in a way that reects the embedding, i.e. SO(1; 8) !




























































The conventions for the spinors are chosen such that 9-dimensional spinors  

are pseudo-


















SU(2)-indices can be raised and lowered with 
ij



































































































































































































































































































Both act from the right on products of forms, i.e.













where ! is a p-form and  is a q-form.
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